**K40 DAYTIME TECHNICAL SUPPORT**
800-323-6768
24 HR. TECHNICAL SUPPORT
800-784-9144

**INTERIOR NETWORK MODULE (HOST)**

**GPS MODULE (GPS)**

GPS module must have clear view of sky. Use the supplied 2-way tape to mount to dash, front windshield or rear windshield deck.

**REAR RADAR LED/POD (RL360 MODEL ONLY)**

*NOTE: DRILL 3/16” HOLE FOR LED.*

**FRONT RADAR LED/POD**

*NOTE: DRILL 3/16” HOLE FOR LED.*

**REMOTE CONTROL (RCU)**

**FRONT RADAR RECEIVER (RLF)**

receivers must be installed horizontally. Do not obstruct unit face with metal, chrome-plated plastic or carbon fiber.

**REAR RADAR RECEIVER (RLR)**

receivers must be installed horizontally. Do not obstruct unit face with metal, chrome-plated plastic or carbon fiber.

**IGNITION AND GROUND**

1. Use a test meter to locate a +12v ignition switch source for the Interior Network Module. +12v source must remain constant during ignition cranking.
2. Connect the black wire to a solid chassis ground using the provided ring terminal and silver self-tapping screw.